Brash Startup Hits Accelerator in Market for Small Nuclear Reactors
by Hannah Northey
May 19, 2014 - One company's loss might be another's gain in the topsy-turvy business of small modular reactors.
On the losing side at the moment is construction behemoth Babcock & Wilcox Co., which is slashing funding and possibly laying off hundreds of workers in Lynchburg, Va., after failing to find a majority investor in its Generation mPower small modular reactor.
Charlotte, N.C.-based B&W has said it will spend up to $15 million on its Generation mPower small modular reactor beginning in the 3rd quarter of this year, down from $80 million last year.  The company also said it will be in discussions for the next 2 months with the Department of Energy about cost-share funds.  At that time, workers who received layoff warnings will find out if they have a job in Lynchburg.
B&W's decision is seen by some as a setback for small modular reactors (SMR) -- technology that the Obama administration has heralded as the evolution of the U.S. nuclear industry.  B&W notably has a contract for $101 million in DOE matching funds to maneuver a new and complex licensing process for the smaller, transportable reactors at the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
But B&W says it's still moving forward, looking at an operational date of the mid-2020s.
"We are moving forward with it, we just don't know how many employees will be retained," said Aimee Mills, a spokeswoman for the company.  "We'll be moving forward, just at a slower pace."
Angling to be a winner in the modular-reactor sweepstakes is NuScale Power LLC, a Portland, Ore.-based startup, the 2nd recipient of the DOE matching funds that hopes to tap into the pool of engineers that B&W may lay off in Lynchburg.
NuScale announced plans this week to open an operations and engineering center in B&W's home city, Charlotte, to enlist workers and pre-screen job candidates as it develops its first 45-MegaWatt small, modular reactor.
Charlotte is also the hub for other nuclear heavyweights, such as the French nuclear firm Areva and Duke Energy Corp. It's also home for Fluor Corp., the engineering firm and major investor in NuScale's project.  NuScale is also backed by Rolls-Royce PLC.
"We're taking the mountain to Muhammad," Mike McGough, NuScale's chief commercial officer, said in an interview.
"We expect a group of highly talented people that can hit the ground running -- who up until 30 days ago were waking up, singing in the shower about trying to develop small modular reactors," McGough said.  "Well, we still want them to be singing in the shower about small modular reactors.  We just want them to be working on ours."
This week, NuScale introduced Jack Bailey as the company's new senior vice president of business development.  Bailey was formerly with B&W's Generation mPower, where he led North American business development efforts for the past year.
When asked about the difference, McGough says it's a matter of customer demand and NuScale's designs.  The West Coast company is seeing high demand among utilities looking for power to replace coal plants that are shuttering.
"Instead of us ... pushing a product into the marketplace, our product is being pulled by a market demand that's eager to see it available to serve their baseload forecasts," he said.  "So it's real different."
'Difficult to Invest'
One sign of trouble for new SMR ventures surfaced in February, when Danny Roderick, president and CEO of the Westinghouse Electric Co., told the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette that his company was pulling back from its small modular reactor project.
Roderick blamed a lack of demand.  "The problem I have with SMRs is not the technology, it's not the deployment -- it's that there's no customers," Roderick told the Post-Gazette.  "The worst thing to do is get ahead of the market."
That same month, B&W CEO Jim Ferland told analysts that his company couldn't find an investor.  B&W, which owns 90% of the Generation mPower venture -- its partner Bechtel Corp. owns 10% -- was trying to sell the majority stake in the SMR joint venture by mid-2014.
"Although some companies were interested in the technology, significant cash requirements in the near-term coupled with the long time horizon for returns made it difficult for them to invest today," Mills said.
Jim Hopson, a spokesman for Tennessee Valley Authority, said the utility continues to be interested as a potential customer for SMR vendors.  "TVA is finishing its site characterization work at Clinch River and remains a part of ongoing discussions with mPower and DOE to determine the best path forward that includes developing the Clinch River site for potential future SMR deployment," Hopson said.  "The project has a great deal of flexibility at this early stage and any delays can easily be accommodated in TVA's future power supply plans."
McGough said NuScale is in a very different place.  The company's SMR design, he said, lends itself to being constructed to more easily fit utilities' needs.  And demand is outpacing supply, McGough said.
The first project in Idaho would be owned by the Utah Associated Municipal Power Systems and operated by Energy Northwest, and "there are additional projects planned for Utah, Wyoming, New Mexico and Arizona," McGough said.  NuScale is set to submit its application to the NRC for design certification in the 2nd half of 2016, McGough said.
But some say NuScale, even though it's a big hitter with the backing of Fluor, still has big questions to answer.  When asked where the factory will be located or which company will fabricate the units, McGough said it's not yet decided.
"We're working with several large companies, the way we're structuring our supply chain is we're establishing strategic partnerships with people who will likely be equity owners in our company," he said.  "These are people whose businesses are aligned with what we want to do.  They want to own a piece of our supply chain, in exchange for which they take an equity stake in our company."
Jonathan Hinze, senior vice president at UxC International, a consulting company for the nuclear industry, said it's still unclear where the company will get the up-front capital investment to build their small modular reactors, or what companies will take part in producing the units.  "I would say at this point NuScale certainly has the most advanced position in the market, but it's an open question as to whether they'll be in the situation as mPower in two years' time," Hinze said.
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